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sunday view the best weekend opinion reads
curated just Sep 26 2022 nov 20 2022 in her
column for the indian express tavleen singh
reflects on prime minister narendra modi s
addresses to the indian diaspora abroad most
recently during his visit to bali for the g20
summit
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oasis Aug 25 2022 successful titles at the
house are turbulence by samit basu durbar by
tavleen singh and amit varma s my friend
sancho while hachette india is open to
submissions they will only consider your work if
it is represented by a literary agent they accept
adult and business books and some selected
titles in general fiction non
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shashi tharoor revival of the congress has
begun Oct 27 2022 a lot of my message was
about empowering them having more
consultations having a janata durbar as indira
gandhi and jawaharlal such as the threat to file
a case against the journalist tavleen singh at
another level is the bharat jodo yatra has the
transformation of the congress already begun
and is it focussed on 2024 or on the
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